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The Coast Guard Administration's
SS Nantou Frigate Formation

Ceremony and
Vessel Fleet
Portside  Emblem
Debut Presentation

Administrator Syu Huei-you, joined by Class one executive
officers, inspects the SS Nantou Frigate's formation
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he Executive Yuan Coast Guard Administration had on

December 6, 2005 staged a "Healthy Taiwan, Maritime Vitality" -

SS Nantou Frigate Formation and Vessel Fleet Portside Emblem Debut

Presentation campaign at Kaohsiung's Yu Shun Docks.  Throogh the

Maritime Year's result showcase, it formally announces the SS Nantou

Frigate's joining the rank of Taiwan's coast guard escort duties that

serves to strengthen the island's coastal law enforcement dynamics, and

bring the public a closer understanding to the Coast Guard

Administration's active pursuit of its three major core missions -

"Maritime law enforcement", "Maritime service" and "Maritime affairs

administration".

At the emcee's exuberant introduction, Coast Guard

Administration administrator  Syu Huei-you, accompanied by Class

one executive officers, entered the venue with an exhilarating pace, and

inspected the SS Nantou Frigate's fleet formation.  Administrator Syu

said in his keynote that in a move to put Taiwan on the world stage and

to enforce maintaining the island's marine resources, the

Administration  had purposely named the vessel with Taiwan's only

landlocked Nantou County, signifying a broad-based maritime spirit

linking the mountainous willpower that would poise to create a nation-

wide maritime awareness.  Moreover, in line with the worldwide trend

that the maritime enforcement ships in countries worldwide were

invariably marked with unique emblems and logos, and taken into

account the need to differentiate maritime law enforcement vessels

from others vessels and ships and instilling a professional maritime law

enforcement image and identity for the Coast Guard vessel fleet, the

Coast Guard Administration had staged an open solicitation with the

program expanded to cover all sectors in concluding the Coast Guard

vessel portside emblem design, which embodied the national flag col-

oration of red, white and blue as the main stripe colors.  Where the red

signified the Coast Guard's sacrifice and devoting service spirit; the

white T represented the English initial of Taiwan; the blue suggested

the seas, which when came together fully showcased the Coast Guard's

determination in safeguarding Taiwan.  In the near future, all Coast

Guard vessels and ships would sequentially be redressed with the new

emblem to showcase a new Coast Guard ambience.

A snapshot of the honored guests at the venue listening to
the briefing on the SS Nantou Frigate's equipment

A snapshot of the SS Nantou Frigate and
her portside emblem design
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Following Administrator Syu's stern reiterating of Coast Guard

spirit, he soon boarded the vessel to receive the vessel officers' briefing

on the SS Nantou's equipment, and brought to the accompanying honored

guests' attention of the vessel's vital missions in shouldering the

responsibility of safeguarding the island's northeastern seas and the

overlapping sea economic zones where the Sino-Japanese fishing

grounds lied.  Of the formation organized, all associates were noted for

their high morale, and who demonstrated unparalleled combative

drive and confidence for their future endeavor of safeguarding the

equity of all Taiwanese fishermen.  While the SS Nantou Frigate was billed

as not only the first designated premiere vessel for the Coast Guard

Administration's eastern base, but is also a heavyweight tonnage vessel,

where her armament and various onboard rescue facilities were the latest

high-tech equipment, which were regarded to add enormous dynamics

to her maritime law enforcement capabilities.  With that, the SS Nantou

Frigate formation and vessel portside emblem presentation were

regarded as very significant to the Coast Guard Administration as a whole.

Recapping the event, Administrator  Syu not only expressed his

gratitude for the support coming from all sectors, but further declared

his determination in priding the Administration  as the guardian of the

blue state territories, and the pusher of maritime affairs administration,

pushing forward toward bracing the ultimate vision of "Ecology,

Security, Prosperity, and a Maritime Nation".  Following the solemn yet

festive presentation, the Coast Guard Administration had staged a

cross-island trial sailing of the SS Nantou Frigate, supporting the 2005

Taiwan Maritime Year campaign, calling the Taichung Port, Suao Port,

and Hualien Port; during the event, invitations had also been extended

to heads of government agencies, magistrates and heads of relevant

counties, municipalities, townships and villages, central and local law-

makers, press reporters, life rescue and disaster rescue groups and mar-

itime affairs related scholars, experts, central and local government

agencies, fishermen's association representatives, and the general public

to jointly participate this gala event, anticipating that everyone would

bring home a further understanding to the infinite charm of the ocean.

Administrator Syu Huei-you declared Coast Guard spirits
in his presentation keynote

Administrator Syu Huei-you signed the Coast Guard vessel log




